Electron crystallography is arguably the only electron cryomicroscopy (cryo EM) technique able to deliver atomic resolution data (better then 3 Å) for membrane proteins embedded in a membrane. The progress in hardware improvements and sample preparation for diffraction analysis resulted in a number of recent examples where increasingly higher resolutions were achieved. Other chapters in this book detail the improvements in hardware and delve into the intricate art of sample preparation for microscopy and electron diffraction data collection and processing. In this chapter, we describe in detail the protocols for molecular replacement for electron diffraction studies. The use of a search model for phasing electron diffraction data essentially eliminates the need of acquiring image data rendering it immune to aberrations from drift and charging effects that effectively lower the attainable resolution.
Electron crystallography became a bona fi de method for determining the structures of membrane proteins following the pioneering work by Henderson and Unwin in the mid 1970s ( 1 ) . Since then, the fi eld of electron crystallography has been steadily evolving with recent advancements in methodology and technology that led to a number of success stories of membrane protein structures that have been determined to resolutions that rival those achieved by X-ray crystallography. Some of these developments are described in detail elsewhere in this book, including advances in grid preparation and sample embedding, improved hardware for data collection, the development of the fi eld emission electron source as well as the development of a highly sophisticated helium-cooled stage ( 2 ) .
In electron crystallography the membrane protein of interest is crystallized in two-dimensions within a lipid-bilayer where its structure and function can be assayed directly. The environment experienced by the protein closely mimics the native state of the protein in the cell. Lipids and membrane proteins coevolve to form biological membranes and lipids intimately in fl uence the structure and function of membrane proteins. Extensive lipid-protein interactions occur within the lipid bilayer as lipids fi t into crevices and irregularities on the protein surface to maintain an electrochemical seal across the membrane. One of the strengths of electron crystallography is that both protein and lipid structure can be determined and lipidprotein interactions studied directly if high enough resolution is achieved as illustrated by a number of examples (3) (4) (5) (6) . The methods used for growing two-dimensional (2D) crystals are discussed elsewhere in this book.
Once 2D crystals are obtained, structure determination follows either from images of the 2D crystals and/or from electron diffraction data. Images of 2D crystals contain both phase and amplitude information, and can be used directly for structure determination if the resolution is suf fi cient. The protocols used for image acquisition in electron crystallography are discussed in another chapter in this book (Chapter 8 ). Once images are collected, they are scanned and Fourier fi ltered in order to generate a 3D density map using the MRC suite of programs ( 7 ) , 2DX ( 8 ) , and/or IPLT ( 9 ) . In practice it is very dif fi cult to collect high-resolution images of 2D crystals, particularly if these are tilted. The main reasons are instability of the cryo-stage (mechanical and thermal drift) and various charging effects that "smear out" the high-resolution features in the images perpendicular to the tilt axis. The result is that high-resolution structure determination by this technique can take years, depending also on factors such as cryo-EM access, experience, and time that can be dedicated to the image collection.
In contrast, electron diffraction can deliver atomic-resolution information because it is not affected by drift and charging effects and is independent of the contrast transfer function (CTF). A number of recent studies used electron diffraction to determine the structures of membrane proteins to resolutions where water molecules become visible and the density for the protein approaches atomicity ( 3, 4, 6 ) , with the highest resolution recorded at 1.7 Å anisotropically and 1.9 Å isotropically ( 3 ) . We outline detailed protocols and strategies for the collection of high-resolution electron diffraction data elsewhere in this book. One drawback of electron diffraction is that it provides only intensities (amplitude information) but not phase information. To solve the structure, phases need to be determined by other means. In X-ray crystallography, heavy-atom labeling can be used to determine phases but this is not possible in electron crystallography because the phasing power is too small, and the phases thus obtained are not accurate enough to reliably interpret the map ( 10 ) . In the case of AQP0, phases were determined by molecular replacement (MR)-a common procedure in X-ray crystallography but one that was implemented only recently for electron crystallography ( 11 ) . This procedure rapidly generated an atomic-resolution electron density map into which it was possible to build an atomic model using protocols analogous to X-ray crystallography. In this chapter we outline in detail protocols for molecular replacement in electron crystallography as well as strategies for structure determination and re fi nement.
A computer running any Linux platforms or Macintosh OS-X, or Microsoft Windows, supported by the CCP4 software for macromolecular crystallography.
Among the most widely used and well-supported MR programs are Amore ( 12, 13 ) , Molrep ( 14, 15 ) , and Phaser ( 16, 17 ) which are distributed as part of the Collaborative Computational Project No. 4 (CCP4) software for macromolecular crystallography ( 18 ) and MR implementation in CNS ( 19, 20 ) . All programs mentioned here are freely available for academia. However, we recommend inexperienced readers to use the Molrep program because of the ease of use and its several automated MR features. Molrep is installed as part of the CCP4 program suite and can be run from the CCP4i graphical user interface ( 21 ) , command lines, or shell scripts. A link for software download and instructions for installation can be found at the CCP4 Web site ( www.ccp4.ac.uk ). For other MR programs, readers are referred to appropriated program manuals for more information.
MR is not a homology modeling technique, in which the amino acid sequence of the unknown structure is simply threaded computationally onto the known structure of a homologous protein. MR is a method to estimate initial phases of an unknown crystal structure using a structure of a related known molecule (search model). MR comprises complex calculations for comparing and matching
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mathematical information derived from the structure of the search model with data derived from the diffraction intensities of the unknown structure in order to arrive at approximated phases. The mathematics involved is known as the Patterson function-the Fourier transform of the squared amplitude (| F | 2 ) with phases set to zero. In simple terms, the Patterson function corresponds to a map of inter-atomic vectors that can be calculated directly from experimental diffraction intensities ( I = | F | 2 ) of the unknown structure without phase information. Likewise, the Patterson function can be calculated from amplitude parts of the search model structure factors without using the phase components. When the structure of the search model is similar to the unknown structure, their inter-atomic vectors resemble each other, resulting in similar Patterson functions.
The Patterson function for a protein structure in a crystal lattice is complicated by having multiple sets of inter-atomic vectors within the same protein molecules (self-vectors) from different orientations in the lattice related by crystallographic symmetry, and inter-atomic vectors across to neighboring molecules (crossvectors). These vectors provide valuable information on how protein molecules are arranged in the crystal lattice. However, if we draw a sphere centered at the origin with a small enough radius, the vectors included in the sphere are mostly self-vectors. The use of the vector maps (Patterson function) is the basis for MR.
Prior to starting MR calculations it is important to check the quality and completeness of the experimental diffraction data, as well as any anisotropy, intensity statistics, and possible twinning (the latter not usually being a problem in electron crystallography). These factors may impact the success of fi nding MR solutions and MR parameters can be adjusted appropriately in some dif fi cult cases to increase the signal.
Even though there are only 17 possible plane groups for 2D crystals (Table 1 ) , compared to 230 space groups for 3D crystals (of which 65 are for biological macromolecules), fi nding the right space group still requires some effort. For example, indexing and merging programs cannot distinguish space groups within the same Laue group such as P222, P222 1 , and P2 1 2 1 2, without knowledge of systematic absences. Systematic absences may not be reliable when data are not complete because certain wedges containing re fl ections of systematic absence information are missing or when low-resolution intensities are overloaded and eliminated by a merging program. Also noncrystallographic translation in the asymmetric unit often introduces awkward intensity pro fi les that appear as if systematic absences are possible. Nevertheless, molecular replacement may be able to pick out the true space group based on the success of fi nding a correct solution with high correlation. With additional information on the native Patterson function (also known as self-Patterson), one might be able to con fi rm noncrystallographic translation in the crystal. An advantage of electron crystallography over X-ray crystallography is its ability to capture images of 2D crystals directly where the crystal lattice is visualized and the correct space group can be deduced based on the packing pattern in the lattice. Most crystallographic programs for structure determination were developed for X-ray crystallography and crystallographic symmetry is dictated by space group information that complies with the International Union of Crystallography (IUCr) (and preferably using the Hermann-Mauguin notation). In electron crystallography, the unit cell of the 2D crystals may be assigned by indexing programs as a and b on the plane of the crystal. Therefore, when a plane group is converted to a space group for structure determination, crystallographic axes in some space groups that do not follow the convention may need to be speci fi ed or swapped (Table 1 ) . For example, in plane group p2 (P2) the symmetry axis is perpendicular to the plane of the membrane while in plane group pm (P12) or pg (P12 1 ), the symmetry axis is parallel to the membrane plane. By convention, the symmetry axis in space groups P2 and P2 1 is parallel to the b axis where β ≠ 90°. The orthorhombic plane group pgg (P22 1 2 1 ) is equivalent to space group P2 1 2 1 2 for which the twofold axis runs parallel to the c axis (perpendicular to the membrane plane). However, in the plane group p2mg (P222 1 ), the 2 1 -screw axis is parallel to the b axis on the membrane plane and should be swapped to the c axis.
Data Preparation
The success of a molecular replacement search often depends on the quality of the search model. The more similar the model to the unknown structure, the higher the correlation of their Patterson functions. The search model is generally identi fi ed by amino acid sequence alignment. Structures with sequence identity higher than 25% often present structural similarity. However, some structures can appear to be similar (same fold) even with less than 25% sequence identity but their pairwise superposition could yield large root-mean-square (r.m.s.) deviations. Since Patterson functions are distance based (inter-atomic vectors), models with lower r.m.s. deviation from the unknown structure are generally more suitable than models with larger r.m.s. deviations. If the choice of model is limited, having a decent model is still better than having no model. If multiple unique structures can be identi fi ed form homology search, it does not hurt to try them all for MR. However, the model with higher sequence identity is expected to have smaller r.m.s deviation from the unknown structure and that can make MR easier. Alternatively, multiple homologous structures (of the same part in the unknown structure) can be used for MR by superimposing them into one ensemble and using the ensemble as a search model. The ensemble model may work better than a single model in some cases.
Model Preparation
After a known homologous structure is selected, the model should be modi fi ed to remove hydrogen atoms, alternative conformations, water molecules, and heteroatoms (such as ligands, and metals). Any parts of the models that may pose major differences to the unknown structure should also be removed. If the model has high sequence identity (>50%) to the unknown structure, the model side chains may be left unchanged. If the sequence alignment can be obtained with high con fi dence, identical residues may be kept intact and only different residues should be modi fi ed to alanine. Alternatively, all side chain C γ may be kept in addition to C β (as alanine) since removing too many atoms that are otherwise similar to those in the unknown structure will decrease the signal and correct solutions may become less clear in some dif fi cult cases. The program Chainsaw ( 22 ) offers a convenient way to generate models from PDB fi les with choices of model modi fi cation from sequence alignment. If the sequence identity is low (<25%), all side chains are often removed by converting the model to poly-alanine (with glycine intact) as sequence alignment becomes less reliable. Protein termini and fl exible loops connecting secondary structure elements should be examined and removed if these regions are highly variable (by length and by structure fl exibility). This can be guided by checking atomic B -factors. Flexible regions in the structure usually have higher B -factors than the average for the entire molecule and they can be removed. After the coordinates are modi fi ed, atomic B -factors of the model should be set to a low level (15-20 Å 2 ). Alternatively, the model B -factors can be computed based on surface accessibility. In this approach, atoms on the surface will be given higher B -factors than buried atoms to smear out electron density at the surface to account for conformational fl exibility of surface residues.
If the model and the unknown structure contain multiple domains connected by loops, it is possible that their domain arrangement may be different due to fl exibility. It is recommended that multiple search models each containing only one domain should be prepared if no clear solutions can be found using the complete multi-domain model. No clear solution is likely caused by the difference in position of each domain relative to another in the search model compared to the domains in the unknown structure. After each domain is separated into different search models, MR should be performed by fi rst searching for the largest domain with highest homology (accounting for largest structure amplitudes of the asymmetric unit content with most similar Patterson function). The multiple copy search strategy is given in detail in Subheading 3.7 .
Before performing the molecular replacement search, the model structure is placed in a large P1 unit cell to simplify the Patterson function. In this way, the inter-atomic vectors of the model are only self-vectors clustered near the origin within a certain spherical radius far separated from cross-vectors. In most cases, the model should also be shifted to the origin. Many MR programs have automated features to prepare the model in a large P1 cell and shift the model to the origin. By default, users only need to provide the model coordinates.
The self-rotation function is a useful tool for determining how many molecules are present in the asymmetric unit and how they are related by noncrystallographic rotational symmetry. Essentially, the self-rotation function is a product of rotating and imposing the Patterson function onto itself and does not require a search model. The self-rotation function always produces the largest peak at the origin corresponding to its un-rotated self-imposing. If there is more than one molecule in the asymmetric unit that is not related by translation, rotated self-vectors for each molecule within a certain spherical radius can be matched to un-rotated self-vectors from other molecules which then produce additional peaks at the angles corresponding to the relative rotation between these molecules.
The typical MR method comprises two essential steps: (1) determination of the orientation of the unknown structure by rotational searches of the model, and (2) determination of the position of the unknown structure in the asymmetric unit by translational searches of the oriented model from the fi rst step. The fi rst step involves the calculation of the cross-rotation function (RF) which is essentially a correlation between the model and the crystal Patterson functions within a limited spherical radius. By rotating the model, the Patterson function is also rotated by the same angles. Therefore, small increments of rotation angles of the model Patterson function can be sampled to cover the entire angular possibility, and the match to the un-rotated crystal Patterson function can be calculated by RF. At any rotation angle, a large score (peak) appears when the rotated model Patterson vectors and the crystal Patterson vectors coincide. The higher the scores, the more likely the solutions are correct. In practice, the correct solutions are usually separated from the incorrect ones by a large drop in the score. The number of correct solutions also depends on how many molecules are in the asymmetric unit and how they are oriented relative to each other.
The second step involves the calculation of the translation function (TF). In space groups with a symmetry higher than P1, the Patterson function also includes cross-vectors generated from atoms that belong to different molecules that are related by crystallographic symmetry. When the search model is translated, the cross vectors change as the positions of symmetry-related molecules calculated from the model for that particular space group also change according to the symmetry operators. The correlation
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between the Patterson functions of the translated model and the crystal data are calculated by the TF. The translation search is relative to the space group symmetry. In polar space groups such as P2 (Table 14 .1 indicated by asterisk), the translational shift is necessary only in the plane perpendicular to the rotational symmetry axis as the Patterson function does not change in the direction parallel to the symmetry axis.
Biochemical knowledge of the proteins such as their oligomeric states and symmetry can often help with the interpretation of MR results such as noncrystallographic symmetry and relative orientations of the molecules in the crystal. Most membrane proteins have simple oligomeric states (related by rotational symmetry instead of complicated point group symmetry) due to the constraint of the membrane plane both in the native membrane bilayer in cells and in 2D crystals. However, one has to be open minded that crystal packing and crystallographic symmetry may border on the multimeric proteins in such a way that the contents of the asymmetric unit are not necessarily the entire biological ensemble. For example, if a dimeric protein related by a twofold rotational noncrystallographic symmetry crystallizes in the space group containing a crystallographic twofold that coincides with the dimer twofold axis, the asymmetric unit content may only contain one subunit.
MR gives a clearer solution when the search model approximates the totality of the asymmetric unit content. When there are two copies or more of the molecule in the asymmetric unit, multiple approaches can be used to fi nd correct solutions. The fi rst approach is to perform a standard MR search for one copy at a time from a search model containing one copy of the molecule. In this approach, the fi rst copy is searched for and the best rotation function can be selected. Note that in polar space groups in which the origin is not de fi ned along the symmetry axis, the fi rst copy is placed in an arbitrary origin and TF is only calculated in the direction perpendicular to the symmetry axis. By fi xing the fi rst copy, the model is then used to search for a second copy. If a solution is found, RF and TF are usually further improved. Additional copies can be investigated by fi xing the position of initial units until all copies are found. This approach works well in most cases but becomes problematic when the asymmetric unit contains too many copies and the search model only accounts for less than 20% of the asymmetric unit content.
The second approach is to perform searches with two copies simultaneously. This approach has been implemented in the program Molrep ( 23 ) as a dyad search (for two identical copies) to fi nd top orientations from RF for a monomer and construct dimer search models (dyads) based on monomer orientations identi fi ed from RF. From the properly oriented dyads, the program calculates a special translation function (STF) that gives the intermolecular vector
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between properly oriented monomers. This information is then used to calculate standard TF and correlation coef fi cients from the dyad search model. This approach may be useful when solutions cannot be found by searching with only a single copy.
The third approach is to use the locked cross rotation function (LRF) and locked translation function (LTF) (24) (25) (26) . This approach takes advantage of point group NCS operators if present in the assembly. The point group NCS is fi rst identi fi ed using the self-rotation function. Rotational search is then carried out for the fi rst and second copies. Only orientations consistent with the NCS found by self-rotation functions are selected. The NCS is then expanded for additional copies to de fi ne their orientations in the entire assembly and to produce LRF. Next, the translational search is performed for the fi rst copy, followed by the NCS expansion for additional copies in the assembly. The LTF is calculated based on vectors among NCS related molecules to position them correctly relative to the center of the NCS in the assembly before performing standard TF to locate the position of the assembly in the unit cell. This approach is only applicable to proteins that have a point group symmetry and proves particularly bene fi cial to large protein assemblies.
Alternatively, if the homologous protein has a known functional oligomeric assembly, sometimes it can be assumed that the unknown structure may also form a similar assembly. Therefore, the search model containing a complete assembly (dimer, trimer, etc.) should be tried if searching by a monomer does not fi nd clear solutions. However, the assembly of the model can be slightly different from that of the unknown structure by a combination of a small rotation and translation from the center of the NCS for each subunit, resulting in failure of MR. This problem may be overcome but requires some effort to vary the orientations and positions of each monomer in the model assembly and perform several MR runs with different modi fi ed models.
The advancement in computer technologies, software development, and automation has been tremendously helpful in speeding up or eliminating tedious procedures dealing with data and model preparation for MR. Programs such as Molrep ( 15 ) and Phaser ( 16 ) can fi nish automated model preparation and MR in all possible space groups in a short period of time. Program pipelines such as Balbes ( 27 ) and MrBUMP ( 28 ) also offer a convenient way to solve structures by MR based on only the input data and amino acid sequence of the unknown structure.
Here we will focus on the use of Molrep together with additional CCP4 programs ( 18 ) and, as a test case, for phasing the electron crystallographic structure of lens aquaporin-0 (AQP0, protein data bank (PDB) accession code 2B6O) ( 3 ) using the X-ray structure of bovine aquaporin-1 (AQP1, protein data bank accession code 1J4N) ( 29 ) . We will use the CCP4i graphic
Protocol for Molecular Replacement Using CCP4i
user interface ( 21 ) to run the relevant programs. The program names are given at the beginning for each step for users who are interested in running the programs from command lines or shell scripts.
1. Create a directory where you store fi les and perform MR. This directory will be referred to as the working directory.
2. Go to the PDB Web site ( www.pdb.org ).
3. In the search box for "PDB ID or text," type "2B6O" and click search to retrieve a PDB entry for the electron crystallographic structure of AQP0. On the right side of the PDB code, click on the drop-down menu "Download fi les," and select by clicking "Structure Factor (text)." You will be asked whether to open or save fi le "2b6o-sf.cif." Save this fi le in the working directory. This fi le contains amplitudes (| F |) in mmCIF format from diffraction data of aquaporin-0 crystal which will be treated as an unknown structure. The fi rst part of this fi le contains header information describing in each line each column in the second part. The second part contains re fl ection data in column format. Columns 4-6 contain h k l indices for each re fl ection, and columns 5 and 6 contain measured amplitudes (| F |) and their signal-to-noise ratio expressed as standard deviation ( σ | F |), respectively. The last column is the re fl ection status which tells each re fl ection whether to be used for re fi nement or as a test set for cross-validation.
4. In the same PDB entry as above, click on "Sequence" tab. Under "Chain Display," click on "[fasta]" to download fi le "2B6O_A.fasta.txt" containing the aquaporin-0 sequence in fasta format. Rename this fi le to "2B6O_A.fas" and save it in the working directory where you want to perform MR. Next, use a text-editing program to remove the fi rst line (see below) and keep only the amino acid sequence.
>2B6O:A|PDBID|CHAIN|SEQUENCE
Save the fi le as "2B6O.seq" in the working directory.
5. In the search box on the PDB Web site, type "1J4N," then click search to retrieve a PDB entry for the crystal structure of the AQP1 water channel. On the right side, click on the dropdown menu "Download fi les," and select by clicking "PDB File (text)." You will be asked to open or save fi le "1J4N.pdb." Save this fi le in the working directory. This fi le contains coordinates of AQP1 which will be used as a search model for molecular replacement. 2. If CCP4i is started for the fi rst time, users will be asked to create a "CCP4i project." Fill in a one word alias such as "AQP0" for the project name and the full directory paths for the project (where the working directory is located) and temporary directory (for temporary fi les created by the program to be stored), then click "Apply & Exit." If the directories do not exist, users will be asked to allow the program to create them by clicking on "create directory."
The CCP4 software suite uses mtz binary fi les as a format for re fl ection data. Users are encouraged to visit the CCP4 Web site for more information on the mtz fi le format. If the re fl ection data fi le contains intensities ( I ) (after indexing and merging) instead of amplitudes (| F |), the fi le should be converted using the "data reduction" module. Appropriate tasks may be chosen depending on the data fi le format. Here the fi le "2b6o-sf.cif" already contains | F | and we will use the program cif2mtz to convert mmCIF format to mtz. 2. From the top in the "Job title" fi eld, type in a job title that can be easily recognized for back-tracking such as "convert from mmCIF to mtz." In the next line "Import re fl ection fi le in," select from the drop-down menu "mmCIF." The box in front of "create full unique set of re fl ections" should be checked and "keep existing FreeR data" is selected from the drop-down menu (default). (Optional) If the data does not have FreeR re fl ections fl agged, "generate FreeR data" may be selected to fl ag FreeR re fl ections at this step. To enter input fi les, click on "Browse" on the right of the "To" fi eld and select the fi le name "2b6o-sf.cif" from a list in the fi le window. The fi le name "2b6o-sf.mtz" automatically appears in the "Out" fi eld. This fi le will be the output re fl ection fi le in the mtz format. Type in the fi elds "AQP0" for crystal name and "HighRes" for data set name. This is useful if multiple data sets from the same crystal or data from multiple crystals will be stored in the same fi le (in different columns) as their names can be established from the identi fi ers. However, these fi elds may be left blank. In the cell space group name or number, type in "P422" for space group. This should be a space group in which diffraction intensity data are indexed and merged. In the cell dimensions fi eld, type a "65.5," b "65.5," c "160.0," alpha "90," beta "90," gamma "90." The numbers are in Ångstrom unit for unit cell dimensions and degrees for angles. In the line "FreeR column label," type "FREE" (default).
Converting Data to mtz File Format
3. Click on "Run" drop-down menu and select "Run now." A new job will appear in the job database in the central window. When the run is fi nished, the job status in the job database window changes from "Running" to "Finished." Output and Log fi les can be viewed by clicking on (which will highlight) the line corresponding to the desired job and click on "View fi les from job" drop-down menu on the right hand side and select appropriate fi les. The log fi le is in the upper section of the drop-down menu. File names "2b6o-sf.mtz" should appear on the list of output fi les in the middle section.
Data quality can be checked using different validation tools. In this protocol, we will focus on program Sfcheck ( 30 2. In the task interface, type in a job title such as "Sfcheck data analysis" in the "Job title" fi eld. Uncheck boxes in front of "Run Rampage to calculate structure geometry" and "Run Procheck to calculate structure geometry." Check the box in front of "Run Sfcheck to analyse" and select "experimental data only" from the drop-down menu. Next line "Run Sfcheck against," select "native SF" data from the drop-down menu. Uncheck the box in front of "Generate anisothermally corrected SF amplitude." In the "MTZ in" fi eld click on "Browse" on the right and select the fi le "2b6o-sf.mtz" from the fi le window. FP, SIGFP, and FREE should appear in the F, Sigma, and FreeR drop-down menus, respectively. In the "Sfcheck Output PS" fi eld, the fi le "2b6o-sf_sfcheck1.ps" should appear. This postscript format fi le summarizes the analysis result. Click on "Run" drop-down menu and select "Run now." 1. In the module menu, select "Molecular replacement" module and click on "Analysis" folder. Select "Cell content analysis" task. A task interface appears in a new window.
2. In the "Job title" fi eld, type "content analysis" as a job title. In the next line "Calculate Matthews coef fi cient for," select "Protein only" from the drop-down menu. Check the box in front of "Read crystal parameters from mtz fi le." In the MTZ fi le fi eld, click on "Browse" on the right and select fi le "2b6o-sf.mtz" from the fi le window. Space group "P422" and high resolution limit "1.8" should automatically appear and the box in front of this is checked. In the line "Use molecular weight," select "enter in Daltons" from the drop-down menu. Type "28000" in the fi eld on the right of "Molecular weight of protein or nucleic acid." Alternatively, the molecular weight can be entered by selecting "estimated from number of residues" and typing the number of residues per molecule (the program assumes 112.5 Da per amino acid residue), or by selecting "estimated from sequence fi le" and enter the sequence fi le in the "Sequence fi le" fi eld. Click on "Run" drop-down menu and select "Run now."
3. The result will appear in the same task window (and also in the Log fi le) as follows: map. This step is not essential for AQP0 in this case as there is only one molecule in the asymmetric unit. However, this analysis is recommended for data of unknown structure containing more than one molecule per asymmetric unit and is therefore included here.
Select the "Map & Mask Utilities" module and "Generate
Patterson map" task. Type in a job title such as "native Patterson" in the "Job title" fi eld. Check the box in front of "Run FFT to generate" and select "Patterson" map in "CCP4" format from drop-down menus. Check the box in front of "List peaks to fi le" and uncheck the box in front of "Plot default Harker" map sections. In the "MTZ" in fi eld, click "Browse" and select fi le "2b6o-sf.mtz" from the fi le window. FP and SIGFP should automatically appear in the drop-down menus for F1 and SigmaF1, respectively. In the "Map" fi eld, the fi le "2b6o-sf_patterson1.map" should appear. Select "AQP0" from drop-down menu for the map fi le to be output in the working directory (default in "temporary" directory). The rest on this task window can be left as defaults. Click on "Run" drop-down menu and select "Run now."
2. Examine the output peak fi les ("2b6o-sf_peaks1.pdb" in orthogonal coordinates and "peaks.ha" in fractional coordinates). In this case, there is only one large peak (peak height 114 σ ) at 0 0 0, corresponding to the origin peak indicating no noncrystallographic translation. If a noncrystallographic translation is present, additional peak(s) of at least 25% the size of the origin peak should be found. Alternatively, the Patterson map (2b6o-sf_patterson1.map) can be viewed using the program Mapslicer in CCP4i or through a command line.
Sometimes when the input resolution range is too low for calculating a native Patterson map, an extra peak at similar peak height as the origin peak may be observed. This is usually due to the crystallographic translation because the Patterson function is more prone to overlap with a neighboring origin at low resolution. By adjusting the resolution to a higher resolution range, the second peak should disappear. Native Patterson analysis is also implemented into the "MR data analysis" task under the "Molecule Replacement" module. 1. In the module menu, select the "Molecular replacement" module and select the "Run Molrep -auto MR" task. A task interface appears in a new window. Alternatively, a task "self RT with molrep" under "Analysis" will also lead to the same task window.
2. In the "Job title" fi eld, type "self rotation" as a job title. In the next line, "Do," select "self rotation function" from the dropdown menu (if it has not been selected). Select "MTZ" from the drop-down menu for "Get input structure factors from." In the "MTZ in" fi eld, click on "Browse" on the right and select fi le "2b6o-sf.mtz" from the fi le window. Leave the box in front of "Use intensities" unchecked (unless you are using intensities from the input fi le for the calculation). "FP" and "SIGFP" should automatically appear from the drop-down menus. The rest on this task window can be left blank in order to use default parameters chosen by the program. Click on "Run" drop-down menu and select "Run now."
3. To examine the output fi les, click on "View Files from Job" on the right side of the user window. The fi le containing the "srf. molrep_rf" suf fi x lists all the peaks identi fi ed from the selfrotation function. In this case, there is a large peak of 11.20 σ at theta = 0, phi = 0, chi = 0 corresponding to the origin peak. Additional peaks are insigni fi cant because their peak heights are much smaller than the origin peak (<2 σ ). This indicates no NCS rotation in the asymmetric unit. The postscript output fi le (containing the "rf.ps" suf fi x in the fi le name) should also be examined. The plot at chi = 180° can be viewed to identify any twofold axes.
Many modern MR programs such as Molrep offer an option of inputting the amino acid sequence of the unknown structure together with a homologous structure for the program to generate its own sequence alignment and modify the model to greatly improve the initial model quality. Some automated MR pipelines (Subheading 3.8.12 ) offer automatic model searches of the Protein Data Bank from the amino acid sequence of the unknown structure. In this section, protocols for manual model modi fi cation will be explained in detail. ), indicating that the re fi ned atomic B -factors approximate the B -factors calculated from the diffraction data well. Noted that for structures determined at lower resolution than 3 Å, the Wilson B -factors are not reliable and a large discrepancy is normal. Residues containing atomic B -factors in their main chain atoms much larger than the average are highly fl exible (as their electron densities are less well-de fi ned) and should be removed from the model.
3. Lines starting with the "HELIX" (for helices and "SHEET" in other PDB fi les for β -sheets) card contain secondary structure information derived from the coordinates. Since secondary structure is usually conserved in homologous proteins, residues outside de fi ned secondary structure may be removed.
4. The actual coordinates of the AQP1 structure start when the lines start with the "ATOM" card in the fi rst column. In this PDB fi le, the structure contains only one subunit (chain A) from residue Met 1 to Ser 249 (columns 4 = residue name, column 5 = chain name, column 6 = residue number).
5. If the structure contains hydrogen atoms (usually from NMR spectroscopy or ultra-high resolution X-ray crystallography), the lines containing hydrogen atoms should be removed. This can easily be done with the CCP4 program pdbcur in the "Coordinate Utilities" module and "Edit PDB fi le" task. This program can also be used to remove alternate conformations, atoms with low/zero occupancy, and anisotropic U 's (for highresolution structures determined by X-ray crystallography where each atom has an additional line in the PDB coordinates for anisotropic B -factors).
6. Lines starting with the "HETATM" (for heteroatom) card contain coordinates of nonprotein entities. In this case, the AQP1structure contains ordered BNG ( β -nonylglucoside) detergent and ordered water molecules bound to the protein.
Since it is unlikely that BNG and water molecules will be present at exactly the same location in AQP0 structure, lines containing HETATM should be removed from the model.
7. Any other lines that do not start with an "ATOM" card are not important for the model preparation purpose and can be deleted. Lines containing CRYST, ORIGX, and SCALE cards may be kept since some programs may require this information to properly interpret the PDB fi le.
8. In this protocol, we will modify "1J4N.pdb" to create 3 new PDB fi les for MR comparison. The fi rst fi le contains the complete protein coordinates from residues 1 to 249, but everything else is removed. This PDB fi le is saved as "1J4N-simple.pdb."
9. The second fi le has fl exible loops/termini removed. Residues 1-4 which are not part of the helices and contain high B -factors in their main chain atoms (>2 times mean B -factor), are deleted. Residues Pro38 to Thr45 are also deleted as these residues are likely to form a fl exible loop (high B -factor). The PDB fi le is saved as "1J4N-edited.pdb."
10. Molrep has automated model preparation features for users to have the model modi fi ed to poly-alanine or to set B -factors to target values (currently fi xed at 20 Å 2 or to values related to surface accessibility). Therefore, the model does not need to be edited further from step 8. However, if other MR programs lacking model preparation features are to be used, Gerald Kleywegt's program moleman from the Uppsala Software Factory (URL http://xray. bmc.uu.se/usf/moleman_man.html ) is a quick and convenient way to edit the model. In this protocol, the third PDB fi le containing the poly-alanine model is created using the program Chainsaw in CCP4i. Select the "Molecular Replacement" module in the main CCP4i window, and click on the "Model Generation" box to expand this group for additional tasks and then click on "Create search model." In the "Job title" fi eld, type "Create poly alanine model." In the line "Create search model" select "as polyA model" from the drop-down menu. In the "PDB in" fi eld, click "Browse" on the right and select fi le "1J4N-edited.pdb" from the fi le window. The fi le name "1J4N-edited_chainsaw1.pdb" should automatically appear in the "PDB out" fi eld. Rename this fi le to "1J4N-edited-polyA.pdb." Click on the "Run" drop-down menu and select "Run now." 11. Alternatively, if a good sequence alignment between the model and the unknown structure (in PIR format) is available, the program Chainsaw ( 22 ) can be used for better model preparation by pruning the model atoms based on sequence conservation. To use the program Chainsaw, in the line "Create search model" select "using Chaisaw" from the drop-down menu. Selective modi fi cation of nonconserved residues can be performed by selecting "gamma atom," "beta atom," or "last common atom" in the drop-down menu of "prune nonconserved residues to." Chainsaw outputs a coordinate fi le containing identical residues in the alignment left unchanged and nonidentical residues trimmed to speci fi ed atoms in their side chains. Residues that do not align to the sequence are deleted.
Since Molrep is an automated MR program, most parameters can be left blank or unchanged from the default values. In some cases, however, default parameters may not be optimal or correct and
Running Molecular Replacement Using Molrep
users are required to set them to more appropriate values in order to get better signal. Normally, users may start with an MR run using the default setting. After inspecting MR results, appropriate parameters should be adjusted or varied for subsequent runs. In this protocol, we will focus on how to run Molrep using the default parameters. Choice of parameters will be discussed when MR results are explained later in the text. In addition, to demonstrate the importance of using a good search model, we will use the different model options below and compare the results: 2. In the "Job title" fi eld, type "MR from 1J4N-simple" as a job title. In the next line, "Do," select "molecular replacement" from the drop-down menu (if it has not been selected) and "performing" select "rotation and translation function." In the line "Get input structure factors from," select "MTZ" from the drop-down menu. Leave the three boxes below unchecked for now. In the "MTZ in" fi eld, click on "Browse" on the right and select fi le "2b6o-sf.mtz" from the fi le window. Leave the box in front of "Use intensities" unchecked (unless you are using intensities from the input fi le for the calculation). "FP" and "SIGFP" should automatically appear from the drop-down menus for FP and SIGFP, respectively.
(a) In the "Model in" fi eld, click on "Browse" on the right and select fi le "1J4N-simple.pdb." File name "1J4N-simple_molrep1.pdb" will automatically appear in the "Coords out" fi eld below. The rest on this task window can be left blank for now in order to use default parameters chosen by the program. As default, the B -factors of the model are set related to accessibility and the model is shifted to the origin. Click on the "Run" dropdown menu and select "Run now."
(b) Run Molrep with the fi le "1J4N-edited.pdb" as the model and change the job title to "MR from 1J4N-edited." The fi le name "1J4N-edited_molrep1.pdb" will automatically appear in the "Coords out" fi eld. Click on the "Run" drop-down menu and select "Run now."
(c) Run Molrep with the fi le "1J4N-edited-polyA.pdb" as the model and change the job title to "MR from 1J4N-polyA," respectively. The fi le name "1J4N-edited-polyA_ molrep1.pdb" will automatically appear in the "Coords out" fi eld. Click on the "Run" drop-down menu and select "Run now."
(d) Run Molrep using the automated model preparation from the sequence ( 35 ) . In the same task interface window, type "MR from sequence" in the "Job title" fi eld. Underneath, check the box in front of "Use sequence" and a new section for "Parameter for SEQ" will appear near the bottom of the window. In the "Model in" fi eld, click on "Browse" on the right and select fi le "1J4N-simple.pdb." The fi le name "1J4N-simple_mol-rep1.pdb" will automatically appear in "Coords out" fi eld below. Rename this fi le to "1J4N-sequence_mol-rep1.pdb." Under the group "Parameter for SEQ," click "Browse" on the right of the "Seq in" fi eld and select fi le "2B6O_A.seq." Click on the "Run" dropdown menu and select "Run now."
3. By default, Molrep runs MR in a space group de fi ned in the input mtz fi le. To run MR with all possible space groups, click on the "Infrequently used Parameters" group and in the line "change space group," select "check all" from the drop-down menu. To test a particular space group, select "de fi ne space group" and select a test space group to run from the drop-down menu in the line below.
4. Depending on the CPU, Molrep may take several minutes to run. When the run is fi nished, the job status in the job database window changes from "Running" to "Finished."
Results from the MR run can be checked by viewing the Log fi les. Output and Log fi les can be viewed by clicking on the line corresponding to the desired job and then clicking on the "View fi les from job" drop-down menu on the right hand side and selecting the appropriate fi les. Three fi les should appear on the list of output fi les: an output coordinates (.pdb) fi le, a complete search (.doc) fi le, and a rotation function (.molrep_rf) fi le. The output coordinate fi le will be needed for future steps (to check for packing, rigid body, and restrained re fi nement).
1. Begin by checking the Log fi le from an MR run from step 2a, Subheading 3.8.9 . In this run, the program estimated one monomer from the number of atoms in the model corresponding to a volume of the asymmetric unit V mol of 47.5% (important for calculating COMPL). The resolution range used here 3. Check the result from step 2c, Subheading 3.8.9 using polyalanine model "1J4N-edited-polyA.pdb." In this case, the completeness of the search model suffers from the loss of atoms by conversion of residues to polyalanine. The program calculates a V mol of 33% and expects two monomers, which is incorrect. An incorrect number of monomers may result in an unreliable scoring function. However, the program uses the self-rotation function to determine the actual number of monomers to be used for scoring. In this case, the program found the correct number of a single monomer. The program calculates COMPL and SIM as 0.330 and 0.350, respectively. The RF from this run does not show a big contrast until after 11 peaks, compared to 4 and 3 peaks in (a) and (b), respectively. The TF of the fi rst molecule gives statistics as shown below. Strikingly, the best TF score in this case comes from the 11th and 7th RF peaks (instead of the fi rst peak in the previous two cases) and the second best score is consistent with other MR runs. The program continues to search for the second molecule (unless overridden by entering NMON parameter = 1 under "Search Parameters" group and searches for "1" monomers in the asymmetric unit). The program uses the previously calculated RF done for the fi rst monomer to calculate the TF of the second monomer.
Since there is no second monomer in this case, the program cannot fi nd a solution as indicated by the low contrast of 1.42.
4. Check the result from step 2d, Subheading 3.8.9 using the automated model prepared from the sequence and a simple model "1J4N-simple.pdb." In this option, the program calculates a structure-guided sequence alignment. This is essentially a sequence alignment but gaps are not allowed within secondary structure segments and buried residues contribute to the total alignment score more than residues at the surface. The program detects 47.7% identity between the sequence and the model with a gap of nine residues. The model is then modi fi ed as follows. First, residues that align with gaps in the sequence are deleted. Second, side chain atoms in the aligned residues of the search model that have no counterpart in the sequence are deleted and only atoms the sequences have in common are kept. Lastly, the residues and atoms of the modi fi ed model are renamed and renumbered. The program calculates COMPL and SIM to be 0.429 and 0.477, respectively. The result is much improved over using the simple model in (a) and the polyalanine model in (c) and on par with the edited model in (b 4. Check different space groups. If the space group is wrong, no correct solution should be found. Any probable solutions are basically incorrect and will not re fi ne further. To check, perform MR with different space groups and try basic re fi nements. The correct space group will give the best R -factor following re fi nement.
The success of MR often depends on the choice of search models and how they are prepared for MR searches. The essence of automated program pipelines for MR such as MrBump ( 28 ) and Balbes ( 27 ) is to take advantage of an increasing number of available structures in the Protein Data Bank to fi nd search models based on sequence similarity to an unknown structure and use all of them for MR searches. The main advantages of MR pipelines are their automation and ease of use. Users only need to provide the sequence of an unknown structure and its amplitude data and the pipelines perform the following three major steps automatically:
1. Database searches from the input amino acid sequence to fi nd as many potential homologous structures (domains, multimers, etc.) as possible. Each program uses several different databases, for example, MrBUMP uses the SCOP database to identify additional search models based on fold similarity.
2. Model preparation. In MrBUMP, a multiple sequence alignment of the potential homologous structures identi fi ed in (1) is generated and the structures are ranked and edited. MrBump can generate four different search models for each sequence according to (i) the PDBclip method (removal of water, hydrogen atoms, and alternative conformations); (ii) the Polyalanine method (all side chain truncated to the C β atom); (iii) the Molrep method ( 35 ) ; and (iv) the Chainsaw method ( 22 ) . Balbes uses Molrep for model preparation. In addition, both pipelines create additional search models at the domain level. MrBUMP uses the SCOP database to generate additional models truncated to the domain boundary according to domain de fi nitions. Balbes, on the other hand, de fi nes domains based on compactness and truncates the models accordingly. Ensembles of models are also generated as search models. the default. Under the "Re fi nement parameters" group, uncheck the box in front of "Use automatic weighting," and in the fi eld "use weighting term" below, enter a number (usually between 0.01 and 10). A small number should be used for low-resolution data since the re fi nement uses less weight for experimental data and restrains the model to tighter geometry. An optimal weight matrix can be determined by trying different weights until a suitable r.m.s.d. for bond lengths and bond angles from ideal geometry is found.
4. If there are multiple monomers (or domains) related by NCS, it is useful to restrain them. To set up NCS restraints, under "Setup Non-Crystallographic Symmetry (NCS) Restraints" group, click "Add NCS restraint." In the drop-down menus, select chains that need to be restrained together and enter the residue numbers to de fi ne range. Select a level of restraints for the main chain and side chain from the drop-down menu. "Tight," "medium," and "loose" restraints allow for up to 0.05, 0.5, and 5 Å deviation, respectively. Tight to medium NCS restraint should be selected at the beginning of the re fi nement. Later when it becomes clear that each monomer should be allowed to deviate more from each other, appropriate NCS restraints should be used and the re fi nement R-free should drop further.
5. Click on the "Run" drop-down menu and select "Run now."
6. A drop in the R work and R free value often indicates good progress in the re fi nement and R values below 40% can be expected. If the R values do not decrease during the re fi nement, one needs to check whether or not the solution is indeed correct. One possibility is that the chosen space group is incorrect and MR should be tried with different space groups. Another possibility is that there are serious clashes between protein subunits. In addition, factors such as model incompleteness (missing parts of the model) and coordinate errors (large r.m.s.d between the model and the target structure) also result in large R values. Therefore after a macro cycle of the geometry restrained re fi nement, the σ A -weighted 2 F obs − F cal and F obs − F cal density maps (output by the Refmac program) should be examined for positive and negative densities (in a graphic program such as Coot) and the model should be edited according to the density maps that are obtained from the re fi nement. New atoms should be added in the positive density regions as additional residues or modi fi ed amino acid side chains, while residues in the negative density regions should be deleted or revised. Several cycles of model building followed by the geometry restrained re fi nement should be carried out until the protein model is complete.
7. If the data resolution is better than 3 Å, additional density for water, lipid, and ligand molecules may show up in the later stage of the re fi nement when the protein model is nearly complete and the R values are low. Cycles of water and ligand adding to the model followed by the geometry restrained re fi nement should be performed to complete the structure determination.
